
What Can Ail Thee, Knight at Arms?  

By James W. Hritz  

He asked me to do it.  

I understood immediately, predicting the words before they dribbled from his 

antediluvian lips such that, as they came, I found banality in them.  

I had walked into the kitchen, on a taciturn summer morning, and saw my jaundiced, 

future self—at forty-six years-old—cooking himself scrambled eggs.  

"A quick breakfast before I go," he said to me, glancing over his shoulder, 

acknowledging my presence.  

This wasn't the first time I had walked in on myself at some later age during my 

cumulative existence. Just three months ago, my seventeen-year-old-self and I had a 

conversation about republican democracy—he was having trouble with a paper in his senior 

Government class. I remember the conversation well, being that it was my second time engaged 

in it.  

"Why is the last paper of high school just as difficult as the first one?" he asked utterly 

fed up.  

"Industrial integration. Schools used to train students to become factory workers, it's one 

of the few remaining holdovers from those old methods of instruction. The purpose is to instill in 

youth those principles essential to a career in manufacturing. The main one is that the first 

project is just as important as your last. That applies both for daily and career objectives."  

"That sucks! I'm never going to work in a factory. I've never even seen a factory!"  
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I am caused to laugh imagining the years that followed until this day. The hubris of those 

brand-new-out-of-the-box convictions and theorems: all so erroneous yet developmentally 

essential. Of course, it wasn't until I stopped giving a shit that things started to happen for me.  

My seventeen-year-old-self and I went on to revisit the first occurrence of future-self 

confluence, discussing that rare moment when the questing present first met with the quizzical 

past. Every time I meet an old or future self, we always end up discussing other meetings we've 

had with ourselves. I have relived my life in reminiscent so many times that it has come to 

resemble a crystalline immersion of itself.  

The forty-six-year-old-self slid his eggs, still runny, onto one of my plates and sat down 

at the head of the table.  

"Can you get me a cup of coffee?" he asked.  

"Do you, we, still take it…"  

"How we have always taken it. How we like our women…"  

"Bold but sweet."  

"Right."  

"Twenty years and still the same way of taking coffee. Any thing else that remained the 

same?"  

"Plenty."  

"Can you elaborate?"  

"No. Hand me the paper."  

It sounded like myself, I thought, abrasive and enigmatic, although the profundity was 

curiously vacant.  

He read the front page but leafed though to the end before half-an-hour had passed.  
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"Newspaper sucks."  

"I'll get you a magazine."  

"No, don’t worry—I'm just trying to drag this out a little longer."  

"Drag what out?"  

"Hey, what's on the satellite?"  

"Nothing probably. I DVR all the good stuff, though. You want to check it out?"  

"Might as well."  

I flipped through the list, he glibly recalled everything that was recorded, although I had 

to defend my roommates: "They love their lawyer shows. Good thing about 'em, they move 

swiftly."  

"Yeah, not enough time to dwell on the pedestrian story lines, plot holes, irregular syntax, 

and the like."  

I didn't feel like talking about bad television so I pressed my future self again: "Can you 

tell me what's this all about?"  

"You got any business to attend to right away?"  

"I kind of need to use the bathroom."  

"Go take care of that and then we can get on with what I'm here for."  

I showed him how the satellite remote worked then went off. When I returned he was 

asleep in the chair. Figuring I'd let him rest, I poured myself a cup of coffee and waited. (Visiting 

family can take a lot out of someone, I mused.)  

I watched him awhile, intermittently contrasting the lines and surface of our skin, getting 

up close to his face and matching by touch the corresponding sections. While my fingers were 

just below my present left eye, tracing the pockmarks from an elementary school bout with 
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chicken pox, I watched as the wells of liquid in the corners of my future self's eyes began to 

run—even in sleep pain perpetuates tears.  

He shuddered awake as I was pondering the wordplay to describe what I was witnessing.  

"How long was I out?" he said after stretching his arms in front of him.  

"About forty-five minutes," I guessed.  

"Awesome," he toned in that familiar sarcasm.  

I let him shake off his mid-afternoon reticence and tell me what he was there to do—but 

he proffered nothing. I have never been a health guru, having enjoyed food and booze too much, 

always finding it easier to skip a trip to the gym, but after studying my forty-six year-old-self for 

two hours I felt compelled to ask:  

"What exactly did we do to ourself to look so bad?"  

"This, my friend, is what heartbreak looks like in your mid-to-late forties."  

"Good lord."  

"I know. It's been a rough couple of years." He was openning up, but still coy.  

"If I asked, would you tell me her name?"  

"No. And it isn't a her. It's you... It's us..."  

"Huh?"  

"These, uh, interactions we have are always open; we converse and acknowledge one 

another; that's the way it has always been. Well, within a short while of this moment, right now, I 

started hiding out in the past, just watching you, us. And, to be honest, I get a little obsessed with 

this auto-voyeurism."  

"You've been watching me? When?"  
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"Well, I haven't done it yet. But shortly. There's this night when you bring home a very 

nice and respectable skank from the bar. Both of you are wasted, embarrassments. And I'm 

hiding in the closet."  

"Why?"  

"It's a fantasy I've always had, something unattainable we've always wanted to see. No 

different than watching yourself wanking it in the mirror.  You can watch the growth, feel the 

pleasure, and see how it corresponds in that opposite image, but it isn't real, just an illusion of a 

delusion.  So I took it a step further."  

"You mean, you watched ourself in the act of coitus?"  

"Yes, one night I watched us fuck."  

"How was it?"  

"Better than the actual sex, at least from what I remember. But just watching wasn't 

enough. I couldn't get any closer than the closet. I could see the rippling flesh, the pain/pleasure 

on your face, feel the friction of the thrusting on your cock, but even though I was only ten feet a 

way, it was like it was fake, not real. I wanted a tighter, more intimate interaction. So a little 

while after that first night I leave you some Ambien."  

"Those bastards are strong."  

"Especially with a few drinks. And one night, that combo gives me an opportunity to 

realize that ultimate thrill, to satisfy where so much else has fallen short."  

"What did you do?"  

"We had sex."  

"What? How?"  

"Easy. I just slipped off your boxers, lubed up, and shoved it in."  
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"No fucking way."  

"You gave a little resistance at first, but really there was no way you could have had any 

control over the situation."  

"I don't believe it."  

"You don't have to. But it's one of those things in our life which everything thereafter 

posits around. You won't understand that thrill until you try it."  

"So we're gay then?"  

"Not necessarily. I am the only homosexual partner you will ever have. We are 

monogamous for seven years."  

"I fall in love with myself?"  

"We have the best conversations, don't we? No one else is as interesting to be around. 

That is until she wrecks everything."  

"Isn't that good? A girlfriend... You know...more normal?"  

"That's exactly how it starts. As cover. But then she becomes more important to you than 

me. It's been awhile since it happened, but I still haven't gotten over it."  

"Wait, I don't understand. If she ruins our relationship, then why are you so upset still?"  

"The reason I start watching you is because she breaks up with us. And the only way I 

can cope is to try and fulfill those sick fantasies we have always had. So we get in a relationship. 

But then everything comes to an end when you meet her."  

"I break things off with you so that I can date this girl, and when she breaks up with me I 

hook up with myself?"  

"She breaks our heart. She was going to marry us. But after three years of our bullshit 

she'll say she's had enough."  
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"It's not like we're easy to get along with after all."  

"But to come that close... It's impossible to overcome. Until..."  

"Until 'us'?"  

"And then you end it and there's that heartbreak again. Three lost loves is all we can 

stand. That's the number. That's our limit. Each one is reflexive of the previous one, of course. 

Even though they're spread apart, the new one always magnifies the old one."  

"Wait. I'm doing math now... How old are we when I break up with you?"  

"Forty-four."  

"Then... That's two years. What have you been doing during that time?"  

"Waiting for you to come back to me. It wasn't a clean break, our thing. We'll still have a 

couple nostalgia sex romps every so often. But still, I let it hurt too deep. I made the mistake of 

believing that you could cure all the despair, that you could save me from myself. That isn't how 

it works though. You can't ask that of anybody. It isn't fair. It's impossible."  

"What are you doing here, now, then?"  

"I'm not going to tell you yet."  

"I won't sleep with you."  

"I know. I don't want you to."  

"I still don't believe you."  

"I know. But I'm not here for that, I have another reason. A different reason, but no less 

important."  

I let my jaw protrude and stiffened my brow. Seeing my deflation, the forty-six-year-old-

self obtusely came about to the task he was to assign the twenty-six-year-old-myself:  

"We have any bleach or ammonia?"  
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"Yeah?"  

"Grab it and then let’s go to the basement."  

Down in the dank, under the retro-styled track lighting, he told me step-by-step what was 

required of the twenty-six-year-old-self. I didn’t need any convincing. I reservedly went about 

preparing the area—setting down some plastic sheeting, filling a bucket with warm, soapy water, 

laying out the tools for my task. Then he pulled an object from his back pocket and told me what 

I already expected.  

The knife glinted the incandescence above, casting the final spotlight upon my elder 

self’s mug. With a quick pull the deed was done, my free arm quaking while ignominiously 

shielding my face as the steel turned red. He leaned back, and then forward, dipping his chin into 

the overrunning pool.  

I did as he asked, I killed the old man, myself at forty-six.  

I cleaned up, which took about an hour, all the while watching as the body began to 

decompose in acceleration—the putrid skin retreating to the ground in tight ribbons, eyes 

protruding further toward the boughs supporting the floor above, whilst motionless. Within 

minutes I could see bone: my first time ever seeing a skeleton of a once-living human. By the 

time I finished washing off the blood from my arms and face, throwing the clothes in the 

washing machine, the body had been fully eviscerated, all that remained was a few moderate-

sized piles of ash which I swept up and poured in a garbage bag (later to be sewn into the herb 

garden as fertilizer).  

I left the musty hovel naked, my mind on all the unanswered questions. 
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